The potential applications of a virtual moving environment for assessing falls in elderly adults.
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the moving room paradigm could be used to assess fall risk in older people. A group of young adults (18-29 years) and two groups of elderly adults (60-79 years) with and without a history of falls were placed into a simulated moving room. Participants stood still facing an oscillating three dimensional virtual room moving in the antero-posterior plane with three types of room movement conditions, continuous oscillatory, discrete anterior and discrete posterior. The young adults performed with less postural motion and coherence with the virtual motion than the older age groups. The group of elderly fallers exhibited more postural motion [center of pressure (COP) length, p<0.05], a trend towards higher coherence with the object motion (p=0.07), and the greatest amount of time-to-stability (p<0.05). A virtual moving room incorporating measures of time-to-stability and egomotion appears useful in predicting risk for falls.